The Diapharma team’s deep knowledge base translates into over 500 solutions for your hemostasis needs.

Questions about any product in our lineup? These professionals are just a click or phone call away.
Coamatic® Heparin measures the ability of heparin to catalyze the inhibition of FXa by antithrombin. The anti-Xa assay is the method of choice when monitoring LMW heparin therapy and is also suitable as a replacement for the APTT test when monitoring therapy with UF Heparin.

ASSAY FEATURES
- Simplify Heparin testing
- Undiluted assay with superior reagent stability

DESCRIPTION
Chromogenix® Coamatic® Heparin

ALSO AVAILABLE
Chromogenix® Coatest® Heparin
Chromogenix® LMW Heparin Calibration Plasma
Chromogenix® LMW Heparin Control Plasma

REFERENCE & PACKAGING
K823393 • Chromogenic Kit/200 tests

REFERENCE & PACKAGING
K255539 • Chromogenic Kit/400 tests
C823500 • 4x3x1ml
C823492 • 4x2x1ml